The reaction control system jets of the Orion Multi Purpose Crew Vehicle can have a significant impact on the magnitude and distribution of the surface heat flux on the leeside of the aft-body, when they are fired. Changes in surface heating are expressed in terms of augmentation factor over the baseline smooth body heating. Wind tunnel tests revealed heating augmentation factors as high as 13.0, 7.6, 2.8, and 5.8 for the roll, pitch down, pitch up, and yaw jets respectively. Heating augmentation factor models, based almost exclusively on data from a series of wind tunnel tests have been developed, for the purposes of thermal protection system design. The wind tunnel tests investigated several potential jet-to-freestream similarity parameters, and heating augmentation factors derived from the data showed correlation with the jet-to-freestream momentum ratio. However, this correlation was not utilized in the developed models. Instead augmentation factors were held constant throughout the potential trajectory space. This simplification was driven by the fact that ground to flight traceability and sting effects are not well understood. Given the sensitivity of the reaction control system jet heating augmentation to configuration, geometry, and orientation the focus in the present paper is on the methodology used to develop the models and the lessons learned from the data. The models that are outlined in the present work are specific to the aerothermal database used to design the thermal protection system for the Exploration Flight Test 1 vehicle.
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I. Background
The Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) is NASA's next generation human space exploration system. The geometry is similar to that of Apollo, though larger in diameter.
1 It has been designed to carry up to four astronauts and is capable of Earth entries from beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
The MPCV Aerosciences team was tasked with developing the aero/aerothermal environments database to be used for the design of the capsule. The aerothermal design database has been developed using engineering fidelity tools anchored to a large number of smooth Outer Mold Line (OML) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solutions, 2 along with a series of augmentation factor (AF) models, or multipliers. The augmentation factor models combine with the smooth OML database to provide surface environments at all locations on the vehicle for the entire potential trajectory space. One example of an augmentation model is the Reaction Control System (RCS) model. The MPCV includes an RCS which will be used to provide active control while flying guided lifting trajectories during atmospheric entry. The RCS is composed of 12 hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ) thrusters placed in pairs at six locations on the aft-body corresponding to roll left, roll right, yaw left, yaw right, pitch down, and pitch up (closest to the heat shield), as shown in Fig. 1 . The two jets in each pair can be fired individual or in tandem, referred to as single and dual string respectively. When the RCS jets fire, the resulting plumes disrupt the flow-field causing significant changes to the surface environments. Experimental campaigns conducted during the Apollo program found augmentation levels as high as 4 for the yaw jets and as high as 11 for the forward facing roll jets, 3 though baseline aft-body heating levels are generally much lower than those found on the heat-shield.
While the Apollo Command Module (CM) used an ablative Thermal Protection System (TPS) material on the aft-body, the MPCV CM has been designed to use a Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI) on the aft-body acreage, similar to that on the windward side of the Space Shuttle. The RSI materials, while lighter and more insulative (lower thermal conductivity), have a lower maximum heat flux capacity than the ablative TPS used on Apollo. The material selection made the design more sensitive to the peak heat rate, which on the aft-body were often driven by the RCS jet environments, making it one of the most critical aft-body augmentation models. 
II. Introduction
Wake flows are difficult to model numerically, and modeling complexity increases when RCS jet plumes are introduced. Significant progress has been made in numerical simulation of wake flows behind blunt bodies. Comparisons of CFD predictions to Apollo aft-body flight data 5, 6 in the separated wake showed generally good agreement except when the flow became unsteady later in the trajectory. More recent computations using higher fidelity turbulence models, such as Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 7, 8 showed better agreement with ground-based test data. However, these models are prohibitively expensive for routine production application.
A recent comparison of CFD predictions to ground-based experimental data of a MPCV-like model with RCS jets firing 4 found as much as a factor of two discrepancy when the yaw jets were fired and multiple regions that were under-predicted by the CFD. While a number of investigations have been performed on jets into crossflow, 9, 10 those on jets into separated wake regions behind blunt bodies or capsules are more sparse, providing limited validation data for the advancement of CFD techniques for RCS jets in separated wake flows.
For the MPCV, with the exception of the yaw jets, all the RCS jets will remain in the separated region during the entire entry (see Fig. 2 ), and it is expected that the wake will be unsteady during much of the entry. It is also expected that the separation line will shift during the entry in the vicinity of the yaw jets, resulting in the yaw jets lying in both attached and separated flow regions during different portions of the entry. While in the attached region, the yaw jets produce similar flow phenomena to those described in previous investigations of jets into supersonic cross flow 13 (see Fig. 3 ). A bow shock sets up in front of and wraps around the leading edge of the jet, which leads to high heating where the upstream separated recirculation zone draws the high enthalpy inviscid flow layer down toward the surface. When the roll and pitch down jets fire, the plumes penetrate and disrupt the shear layer, which promotes increased mixing between the high enthalpy post-shock inviscid flow and the separated wake, as shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of the roll jets, the shear layer is close enough to the surface that the gross flow features are not dissimilar to that of jets into an attached crossflow. Similarly, they draw high enthalpy inviscid flow down toward the surface of the vehicle, resulting in particularly high augmentation factors given the baseline heating level in the separated wake region is relatively low. The Orion project and the development of the MPCV have brought a renewed interest in these flow-fields. A series of wind tunnel tests have been conducted on scale models with RCS firing. These tests have used both Temperature Sensitive Paint (TSP) as well as discrete instrumentation to measure surface heating. Additionally, techniques like nitric oxide (NO) Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence 11, 12 (PLIF) have been used to visualize the flow-field. This new insight has helped shed light on the flow phenomena driving the RCS jet heating augmentation, which will prove useful to the development of numerical modeling techniques. However, until the new data can be used to improve the numerical modeling capability, the development of the RCS jet models must rely almost exclusively on the surface data gathered during recent ground based test campaigns.
The present paper has three primary objectives. The first is the compilation and distillation of the wind tunnel data acquired during the development of the RCS jet heating augmentation factor model development. The second is to identify the lessons learned from the data. And finally, the third is to describe the application of the newly developed augmentation factor models. These models are potentially conservative in their application of the new wind tunnel data in that they do not utilize correlations with potential similarity parameters. Instead the models apply constant augmentation factors, which bound all of the data, along the entire entry trajectory. This was done because of uncertainty in the correlations themselves due to limited perturbation of all potential similarity / scaling parameters, combined with uncertainty in flight traceability of the correlations and the potential influence of the sting in the data.
Finally, the development of the RCS models has been an on-going process as new data have become 
III. Testing
A number of ground tests were conducted to gather the data used to develop the RCS jet models. These tests used both discrete instrumentation as well as global surface imagery, with TSP techniques. In some cases, flow-field imagery using Schlieren or PLIF techniques were also employed. These ground tests were performed in multiple facilities. The test conditions were developed based on the potential entry corridor, which was defined by the early design trajectories. These trajectories included both lunar skip and direct entries as well as returns from the International Space Station (ISS), the corresponding velocity-altitude space is shown in Fig. 5 . The target freestream conditions for design space points in the velocity-altitude map are listed in Table 1 .
For testing representative RCS jet flow-fields it was also critical to match the appropriate RCS jet-tofreestream conditions. While the optimal jet-to-freestream similarity parameters have not been established, several potential parameters were explored to help insure that the models would not under-predict the flight conditions, including the momentum-ratio (MR), and enthalpy-ratio (HR), which are defined as:
The rational behind these parameters was as follows. As the RCS jet exits the nozzle, the plume begins to interact with the surrounding flow-field. The heating augmentation as a result of the RCS jets can be caused by: (1) increased mixing across the shear layer, (2) the plumes redirecting the high enthalpy inviscid flow toward the surface, or (3) the plumes themselves depositing energy on the surface. Depending on the orientation of the jet, the plume is deflected by and begins mixing with the high enthalpy post shock inviscid flow layer. How quickly the plume is deflected and diffused is tied to the relative momentum of the jet as compared to the freestream. This is particularly true of jets in attached flow region and those in locations where the shear layer is close to the surface, like the roll RCS jets. The heating augmentation around RCS jets that are deep in the subsonic wake region, like the pitch down RCS jets, are likely dependent on the relative expansion of the plumes at the nozzle exit. Given that the jets are relatively under-expanded during the entire heating pulse, the momentum ratio can be used to capture this phenomena as well.
The enthalpy ratio helps characterize the relative energy contribution from the jet as compared to the surrounding flow-field to the heating augmentation. Flow phenomena leading to heating augmentation driven primarily by the redirection of the high enthalpy inviscid flow were expected to correlate less with enthalpy ratio. On the other hand, flow phenomena leading to heating augmentation driven by the plume mixing with the wake and in turn depositing energy on the surface were expected to correlate more with the enthalpy ratio.
Equations (1) and (2) were then used to determine the value of the similarity parameters at the target flight conditions using the provided RCS jet exit conditions of T jet ≈ 287 K, p jet ≈ 3.8 kPa, and M ≈ 4.6. The values of MR and HR at each target flight condition have also been included in Table 1 . Once the flight values of the similarity parameters were established they could be matched at the tested freestream conditions by varying the jet chamber conditions. Four wind tunnel tests were used directly in the development of the RCS jet heating augmentation factor model, utilizing two different facilities and both discrete and global surface measurement techniques. The bounds of the relevant parameter space for each test are given in Table  2 . 
A. 63-CH
The 63-CH test was the second of a series of two pathfinder tests for MPCV aft-body RCS jet augmentation environments. The two pathfinder tests were very similar with the main difference being the maturity of the vehicle design. The first test, described in Buck, et al., 16 tested RCS jet influences on a scaled Apollo vehicle as well as an early concept scaled MPCV vehicle. The 63-CH test itself was the first RCS jet test performed on a matured MPCV configuration. 17 Both tests were conducted in the Langley 31-inch Mach 10 tunnel and utilized TSP to capture global surface heat flux levels. The data from two runs, one with no RCS jets firing and a second with the RCS jets firing, were compared to identify the RCS jet region of influence, as seen in Fig. 6 , which was then used to drive instrumentation placement on future tests. The 63-CH test played a crucial role in determining the optimal instrumentation placement in subsequent tests using discrete instrumentation. The 66B-CH test was performed in the Calspan University of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC) Large Energy National Shock (LENS) facility tunnel I.
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The focus of this test was on both the RCS and the cavity influence to the aft-body surface heat flux. The test article was a 0.0505 scale model, heavily instrumented with over 400 discrete thin film sensors, which were strategically placed to capture the critical RCS and cavity influences, Fig. 7 . As mentioned earlier, the placement of these sensors with respect to RCS was based largely on the results of previous TSP data from 63-CH. One roll bank, one yaw bank (those on the left side of Fig. 7 ) and both the pitch down and pitch up banks were all plumbed such that each could be fired independently or in combination. The jets on the left side were selected based on the placement of the hatch and ground support hand holds being located on that side. Single string and dual string firings from any RCS bank could also be accommodated. The test was also intended to validate cavity heating models, which led to a number of instruments being placed in and around cavity features. Additionally, instrumented covers were designed for the four largest cavity features in the separated region, the two Launch Abort System (LAS) cavities and the large window cavities, to be used to measure the baseline (smooth) gauge level in the calculation of cavity augmentation factors. Several runs were performed with the RCS firing while the covers were in place. These data were useful in evaluating the combined cavity and RCS environments. An array of sensors were placed along the windside centerline, which were used to compare to CFD solutions to determine the state of the boundary layer at each freestream condition, laminar, turbulent or transitional, on the attached aft-body. Regions without any cavity features and not expected to be strongly influenced by RCS jet heating augmentation were left un-instrumented.
(a) With window and LAS cavities exposed (b) With window and LAS cavities covered
Figure 7. 66B-CH instrumentation layout
The test explored a long list of parameters. Several freestream parameters were explored including Reynolds number, freestream enthalpy, and angle of attack. The potential jet-to-freestream similarity parameters MR and HR were also explored. The test evaluated the influence of each of these parameters with each RCS bank (roll, pitch down, pitch up and yaw) and combinations of roll with pitch down/up to the extent possible within the schedule and budget limitations. The test also evaluated the influence of Re D and AoA on all of the cavity features on the aft-body. It was not possible to evaluate each parameter f ully for each RCS jet bank. This led to the prioritization of each of the RCS jet banks. Lower priority parameters at lower priority RCS jet banks were simply bounded.
The roll RCS jets were the highest priority, due to fact that they would be used the most and because they had the highest augmentation factors. The pitch down RCS were considered the next highest priority because the resulting heating augmentation was directly over the large window features on the aft-body as well as the variability of the heating augmentation with freestream and potential jet-to-freestream parameters. The yaw RCS jets were relatively low in priority because there were fewer aft-body features they would impact. The pitch up RCS jets were the lowest priority due to their relatively minor heating augmentation. Additionally, it was understood at the time that dual string firings were the default. This led to a strong bias in the testing toward dual string RCS jet firings.
Several of the freestream conditions were selected by attempting to match flight Reynolds numbers at critical trajectory points like peak dynamic pressure. The jet chamber conditions were determined by matching the flight MR and HR at the selected freestream trajectory points.
C. 95-CH
After the 66B-CH test was started, the MPCV program determined that the aft shell cone angle would have to be changed as the design of other systems became more mature. The geometry and configuration of the LAS cavities and the large window cavities were also changed. The 95-CH test was developed to quantify the changes in the heating augmentation due to changes in the configuration. The test was conducted in the Langley 31-in Mach 10 tunnel, again with TSP as the primary source of data. Two models were built, one that matched the 66B-CH model, and a second that match the latest flight configuration. These models were then tested at similar conditions to help characterize differences in the environments between the two geometries.
D. 123-CH
Figure 8. 123-CH part B instrumentation layout
The 123-CH test was conducted in the CUBRC LENS-I reflected shock tunnel. The test was conducted in two parts.
The first part, designated as Part A, utilized the same model from the 66B-CH test and was intended to further explore several test parameters investigated during the 66B-CH test. In particular, the range of angle of attack was expanded, two intermediate Re D values were tested, and roll with pitch down RCS jet combinations were further investigated.
The second part, designated as Part B, used a new model with the updated backshell angle and a more uniform instrumentation layout, though with more resolution in several regions of interest based on the previous tests, as shown in Fig. 8 . These regions included the roll RCS peak augmentation region, the walls of a pitch down nozzle and the separated wake reattachment location along the apex shoulder. Additionally, the model did not include any of the other backshell cavity features with the exception of the windside centerline Launch Abort System (LAS) cavity. All of the LAS cavities had been redesigned but the windside centerline location was considered the most critical with respect to aerothermal environments.
The primary objectives of the test were to provide data to refine the models to accommodate the backshell angle change and LAS cavity redesign. Secondary objectives were to provide data to help validate numerical modeling tools for separated wake regions and RCS environments. In addition to surface instrumentation, the test used NO-PLIF techniques to visualize the interaction of the RCS jet with the wake flow, described in Combs et al.
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IV. Results
The primary quantity of interest with each of these tests was the RCS jet heating augmentation factor. By calculating the ratio of heat flux from two test runs, with and without the RCS firing, the associated RCS jet augmentation factor was determined.
This ratio was evaluated for every gauge with data from two runs at similar freestream conditions, shown in Fig. 9 . Peak augmentation factors of 13.0, 7.6, 2.8 and 5.8 were calculated for the roll, pitch down, pitch up and yaw RCS jets respectively. A series of augmentation factor plots were then compared to find trends with various potential similarity parameters.
A. Momentum Ratio Trends
The jet-to-freestream momentum ratio was one of the potential similarity parameters that was evaluated. Figure 10 shows the augmentation factors resulting from dual roll RCS firing while varying the momentum ratio, increasing from top left to bottom right. In general, the roll RCS jet heating augmentation swept from just forward of the nozzles, inboard and back towards the apex. The peak augmentation was seen just upstream and inboard of the nozzle exit where the plume redirected high enthalpy post shock inviscid flow toward the surface. Similar peaks where seen for other RCS jet banks as well and the spatial region containing these peaks became known as the near jet region. The augmentation factors in the near jet region between the roll jet nozzles and the heat shield shoulder increased with increasing momentum ratio. Additionally, the augmentation factors in the large window features and between the large window features and the apex tended to decrease with increasing momentum ratio. The variation of the pitch down RCS augmentation factors with momentum ratio are shown in Fig. 11 , increasing momentum ratio from top left to bottom right. The augmentation factors in the region between the two pitch down nozzles and the large window features increased with increasing momentum ratio. The location of the peak augmentation factor shifted though. At low MR the peak was directly in front of the nozzles. As the MR was increased (higher p c ) the nozzles became more under-expanded, resulting in increased interaction between the two plumes. This interaction shifted the peak augmentation factor from directly in front of the nozzles to between them. A trend with momentum ratio was less evident for the yaw RCS, shown in Fig. 12 . While the highest augmentation factors are seen at the highest momentum ratio, the lowest augmentation factors are seen with the intermediate momentum ratio rather than the lowest tested. The pitch up nozzles were not tested enough to evaluate trends with momentum ratio. The scatter plots helped identify general trends but made it difficult to develop quantitative conclusions. Figure 13 shows the augmentation factor in the near jet roll region as a function of momentum ratio. The plot includes all dual roll RCS jet firing runs from tests 66B-CH (blue), 95-CH (green), and 123-CH (orange). The 95-CH TSP data have been interpolated to either the 66B-CH or 123-CH gauge locations depending on the geometry that was tested. The heat flux at an aft-body windside location (shown in black) is also shown as a function of momentum ratio along a reference EFT-1 trajectory. Each column of augmentation factor values corespsond to the gauge locations shown in the upper right for a given run. A clear trend between the "peak" augmentation factor in this region with the momentum ratio can been seen. Additionally, it can be seen that the data suggest the peak augmentation factor would not occur at peak heating on this particular trajectory.
B. Enthalpy Ratio Trends
The jet-to-freestream enthalpy ratio was another potential similarity parameter that was investigated. The data showed the augmentation factors were far less dependent on the enthalpy ratio than the momentum ratio. Figure 14 shows augmentation factor due to dual roll RCS jet firing while varying enthalpy ratio, increasing from top left to bottom right. In the near jet region, the highest augmentation factors were seen at the highest enthalpy ratio and qualitatively they appeared to decrease as the enthalpy ratio was decreased. However, the peak measured augmentation factor at the lowest HR, Fig. 14a , was greater than the peak seen in Fig. 14b , making it difficult to characterize a trend conclusively. One possible explanation was that the true peaks were not always captured by the discrete instrumentation. Another possibility was that the small variation in MR overwhelmed the influence of the HR. Figures 14c and 14d had slightly higher momentum ratios than those in Figs. 14a and 14b . In the far-field, the heating augmentation was assumed to be primarily driven by the plume disrupting the shear layer, leading to increased mixing of the high enthalpy inviscid flow with the wake. With this flow phenomena, there was limited entrainment of the plume in the wake, as seen in Fig. 4a , which suggested the enthalpy ratio should have limited influence. The data in the far-field showed limited dependence on the enthalpy ratio as expected. The highest augmentation factors in the far-field were seen at the lowest enthalpy ratio. As with the near jet region, the increased heating seen at the lowest enthalpy ratio may have been tied more to the momentum ratio. Variation of the enthalpy ratio with other RCS jet banks was limited due to budget and schedule constraints. 
C. Reynolds Number Trends
The Reynolds number can vary significantly throughout the potential entry flight space. Within this range it is expected that the attached aft-body will be laminar and turbulent during different portions of the trajectory and the separated wake region will certainly be affected by the variation in Re D . To insure both a laminar and turbulent attached aft-body were tested, Re D was varied from 1.0×10 6 to 20.0×10 6 during the testing. Comparisons with laminar and turbulent CFD at each condition verified that the two lower Re D levels (1.0×10 6 and 2.0×10 6 ) were laminar on the aft-body and the highest Re D levels tested with RCS jets firing (11.0×10 6 and 14.0×10 6 ) were turbulent on the aft-body. Three additional Re D levels were 
D. RCS Jet Bank Combinations
Prior to the 66B-CH test there were no data to develop unique models for combinations of RCS jet banks firing. At that time the models were implemented such that augmentation factor maps associated with each of the jet banks that were being fired would all be active. The final augmentation factor applied at any location would then be taken as the maximum from all of the active maps locally. The 66B-CH data showed that when combinations of jets were fired the resulting heating augmentation could be significantly greater than that seen with any of the associated jets banks firing alone. Figure 18 shows dual roll and single pitch down augmentation factors when firing alone as well as when fired in combination. The peak augmentation factors seen in the region between the large window features and the pitch down nozzles themselves was significantly higher when fired in combination than when fired alone, going from an AF Data = 4.2 when the rolls were fired alone to an AF Data = 10.5 when fired with the pitch down jets. This led to the development of unique augmentation factor maps for jet combinations, which could ultimately drive the peak heat rates seen on portions of the backshell.
E. Discrete Instrumentation
When the RCS jets were active the resulting heating augmentation could be very localized. This was generally true of all the near jet regions as well as other locations on the vehicle, but was particularly true of the roll RCS near jet region, shown in Fig. 19 . The 63-CH test data led to the relatively high clustering of gauges in this region on the 66B-CH test article, which led to the measurement of a peak AF Data = 6.5, shown in Fig. 19a . That peak was only seen at one gauge though and the highest augmentation factor at the surrounding gauges were AF Data ≈ 4.0. This difference led to speculation about both the validity of that one measurement as well as concern that the "true" peak may not have been captured. With that in mind, the instrumentation on the 123-CH part B test article was more tightly clustered around where the peak was measured on the 66B-CH test article, shown in Fig. 19b . The peak augmentation factor seen in this region during 123-CH part B was AF Data = 13.0. With the added instrumentation several surrounding gauges also measured augmentation factors greater than 4.0 with one measuring AF Data ≈ 10.0, confirming the validity of the measurements in this region. While in general there was greater confidence in the quantitative values from the discrete instrumentation than with the TSP data, the discrete instrumentation were susceptible to missing highly localized peaks in the heating given that it was difficult to know a priori exactly where the peaks would be located.
F. RCS Influence on Cavity Augmentation
Prior to the 66B-CH test there were also no data on cavity augmentation in RCS jet influence regions. The two sets of augmentation factor models, RCS jet and cavity augmentation, were developed separately and at that time combined multiplicatively. The 66B-CH data revealed a significant change in the cavity augmentation in the large window features when the roll RCS jets fired, shown in Fig. 20 .
The cavity augmentation factors were developed by calculating the ratio of the heat flux level on a gaugeby-gauge basis from a test run when the cavity was exposed to the heat flux level from another run at similar freestream conditions when the cavity was covered.
AF cavity = q w, cavity exposed q w, cavity covered (4)
Cavity augmentation factors were calculated from two runs without RCS jets firing, shown in Fig. 20a , which could be used to check or update cavity models that were used throughout the entry trajectory. Similarly, they could be calculated from two runs, both with RCS jets firing, shown in Fig. 20b , which would in principle remove any direct RCS jet augmentation. The differences between the two images in Fig.  20 revealed the influence the roll RCS jets had on the cavity augmentation. The heating augmentation in addition to increasing in general, shifted from the heat shield side inboard corner of the cavity, to the apex side inboard corner and the heat shield side outboard corner. Cavity augmentation is very dependent on the flow-field and in particular the direction the flow is passing over the cavity. The changes to the cavity augmentation when the RCS jets fire were likely due to changes to the wake flow structure around the cavity. This led to a shift in the methodology behind the RCS jet heating augmentation factor model development.
Where previously the intended approach was to use the cavity model to augment the predicted heating to account for the real versus smooth OML geometry and the RCS jet model to account for RCS jet heating AF Final = AF cavity × AF RCS = q w, no RCS, cavity exposed q w, no RCS, cavity covered × q w, RCS, cavity exposed q w, no-RCS, cavity exposed
The new methodology used the RCS jet heating augmentation factor model to accommodate both the change in geometry and the RCS jet influence when the RCS were active:
AF Final = AF RCS = q w, RCS, cavity exposed q w, no-RCS, cavity covered (6) 
V. Model Development
The sensitivity of RCS environments to configuration, geometry and orientation made it difficult to take advantage of any existing flight data from Apollo or other missions in the development of the Orion MPCV RCS jet interaction (JI) models. Additionally, while the Apollo CM had a number of backshell thermocouples, the recent wind tunnel tests showed there could be very localized peaks in the heating when the RCS jets fired and those peaks were likely not captured by the Apollo flight instrumentation. The dearth of applicable flight-data, coupled with the limited success of CFD in this complicated flow-field meant the MPCV RCS jet heating augmentation factor models would need to be developed solely from the available wind tunnel test data.
The wind tunnel data demonstrated that the RCS jet heating augmentation factors had significant spatial variation and were strongly dependent on freestream condition and jet condition. As discussed already, it was decided not to utilize the variation seen within the trajectory space due to a number of uncertainties. On the other hand, it was important to utilize the spatial variation seen in the wind tunnel data, given that portions of the separated wake region saw no RCS jet influence with some or all of the RCS jet banks. The spacial variation was accommodated by developing a series of surface maps of augmentation factor as a function of location.
A. Augmentation Factor Calculation
As discussed previously, the 66B-CH and 123-CH test programs provided the quantitative data used to develop the RCS jet heating augmentation factor models. The data from these tests were initially evaluated using a data-to-data augmentation factor (AF Data ) calculation. In this method, the measured heating when the RCS jets were fired was divided by the measured heating when the RCS jets were not fired (Eqn. (3)) at every gauge location. The smooth OML heating level in the flight database was anchored to turbulent CFD solutions. In order to remain consistent with how the AF RCS were to be used in flight, the data were normalized by turbulent smooth OML CFD heating predictions at wind tunnel conditions for the development of the RCS jet augmentation factor models (Eqn. (7)).
The augmentation factors (AF Data ) seen at lower (laminar) Re D levels were generally higher than those seen at higher (turbulent) Re D levels, as discussed previously in Section IV.C. At higher (turbulent) Re D levels, the no RCS firing data and the corresponding turbulent smooth OML CFD became more consistent. This meant that as the conservatism in the smooth OML prediction was reduced at turbulent Re D levels, the potential conservatism in the RCS model from applying a bounding augmentation factor (AF CFD, Turb ) that remains constant in flight space could be greater.
B. Compiled Maximum Augmentation Approach
The wind tunnel test data were examined to identify trends with potential similarity parameters, like those seen with the jet-to-freestream momentum ratio. But with no means to substantiate these trends at flight conditions, they could not be utilized in the model. Therefore a bounding approach was adopted and became referred to as the Compiled Max Augmentation Factor approach. For a given RCS selection (like dual right roll jets), all of the relevant wind tunnel runs were evaluated to determine the maximum augmentation factor at each gauge. The 123-CH part B and the 66B-CH / 123-CH part A data sets were calculated independently as they were on different geometries and had different gauge layouts. The Compiled Max Augmentation Factor plots for the individual jet banks (single and dual firings calculated separately) and for each test article are shown in Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. These plots show the maximum measured augmentation factor (AF CFD, Turb ) at each gauge for a given RCS jet, while varying freestream and jet-tofreestream parameters. The pitch up and yaw jet banks were not included on the 123-CH part B test article and only have Compiled Max Augmentation Factor results from the 66B-CH / 123-CH part A test series. While augmentation factor trends were not utilized in the developed models, using the trends to extrapolate from the test space to the regions of the flight space that could not be tested helped build confidence that the models would indeed bound the flight environments.
The Compiled Max Augmentation Factor results for the roll RCS jets are shown in Fig. 21 . The previous aft-body cone angle results (Fig. 21 (a) and (c) ) on the 66B-CH / 123-CH part A geometry show lower heating augmentation values than the 123-CH part B results (Fig. 21 (b) and (d) ) on the current aft-body cone angle. As discussed previously this is believed to be partially due to increased resolution of the discrete instrumentation in critical locations and possibly also due to the angle change. The single roll firings show a peak near jet heating augmentation (AF CFD, Turb ) of 4.7, considerably less than the dual roll firings, which show a peak near jet AF CFD, turb of 8.2. 
C. Map Areas
With the augmentation factor formulation selected coupled with the Compiled Max Augmentation Factor approach, the areas of influence for each RCS jet bank could be identified and subsequently divided into regions. It was decided to limited the developed augmentation factor maps to only increase the heating. While the data showed some regions saw relief in the heating when the RCS jets were fired, the models did not take advantage of that relief. This was again due to uncertainties in flight traceability and sting effects. The final map areas, determined using some engineering judgement, were intentionally developed to be slightly conservative with respect to the extent of the RCS jet influence region seen in the data. The map areas were then divided into regions, each with a different magnitude of augmentation factor driven by the data applicable to that region. In general the intention was to use the regions to accommodate the heating associated with specific flow phenomena, like the very localized high heating augmentation seen near the roll RCS jet exit, while allowing the more extensive heating augmentation resulting from increased mixing across the shear layer to be covered by the remaining region. As a result, the higher heating region that abutted the RCS jet itself became known as the near jet region. That said, in the case of the pitch jets, the localized high augmentation was not as pronounced. The pitch down jets were deep in the subsonic separated wake so there was no bow shock near the surface to drive the very localized higher heating. This led to regions of higher heating augmentation that dominated the influence area, and the smaller region of lower heating augmentation really being developed more to avoid being overly conservative. The localized heating augmentation near the yaw jet was also difficult to isolate due to the proximity of the yaw jets to the separation line. The augmentation factors seen along the separation zone were roughly equal to those measured very near the jets themselves, which led to fairly large high heating augmentation factor regions for the yaws as well. Additionally, if there was the potential for the near jet interaction to sit on multiple TPS materials the near jet region was made to include each of the materials. 
D. Factor Magnitudes
Once the map areas for each RCS bank were established and the regions within those areas identified, the augmentation factor magnitude assigned to each region could be determined. The Compiled Maximum Augmentation Factor plots were overlaid with the map areas and the highest AF CFD, turb in each region was selected. While the team recognized the conservatism in this approach, they also recognized the sensitivity of the RCS interactions to a multitude of parameters, and consequently the possibility that the interactions and associated heating would move appreciably in flight as compared to what were seen in the data. Figures  26, 27 , 28, 29, and 30 show the final augmentation factors and areas for each RCS jet bank overlaid on the individual Compiled Maximum Augmentation Factor plots. Table 3 provides a summary of the heating augmentation factor values within each region of the RCS jet maps. 
Roll RCS Jets
The single and dual roll augmentation factor maps are shown in Fig. 26 . There is a higher rectangular shaped near jet augmentation factor region close to the nozzles, with an AF CFD, turb of 4.7 and 8.2 for the single and dual firings respectively, which bounds the high near jet heating seen in the test data. The area is larger than the gauge locations that measured this near jet interaction to cover for the possibility of the interaction moving with changes in freestream and jet conditions throughout the trajectory as well as flight traceability uncertainty. The far-field area envelopes the remainder of the roll jet influence area, with the exception of a small sliver along the apex shoulder. The AF CFD, turb in the far-field are lower than that of the near jet region at 3.6 and 4.5 for the single and dual jet firings respectively. The third area was added after initial thermal analysis predicted temperatures that exceeded the maximum allowable material temperature limit. As discussed in Section V.C, the general approach to defining regions within the map areas focused on a near jet region and second region that covered the remaining area, and that was the initial approach taken here. When that relatively conservative approach to defining the regions suggested a material change might be required, the available data in this region were re-evaluated and revealed the far-field region augmentation level to be overly conservative. A more appropriate AF CFD, turb of 1.5 and 3.0 for the single and dual roll RCS jet firings respectively were developed for this region based on the data . The region was referred to as the "over-temp" region. 
Pitch Down RCS Jets
The single and dual pitch down augmentation factor maps are shown in Fig. 27 . The location of the high augmentation factors varied appreciably between the 66B-CH / 123-CH part A test article data and the 123-CH part B test article data. The differences could be associated with the change in the aft-body cone angles between the two test articles as well as the influence of the large window cavities. Given the variation of the peak augmentation factors, the high magnitude augmentation factor region was made to be a fairly large region with respect to the overall influence area. The map drops to a lower factor outside this region to reflect the smaller, but not negligible, augmentation factors elsewhere. Table 3 lists the augmentation factor magnitudes associated with each region. There is no difference in the magnitudes between the single and dual firing cases as the maximum augmentation factor seen in each was very similar. 
Pitch Up RCS Jets
The pitch up augmentation factor maps are shown in Fig. 28 . These maps are very similar to the pitch down augmentation factor maps in that the single and dual magnitudes are very close, and the near jet augmentation factor is reduced on the opposite side of the body when only a single jet is firing. The near jet region is very small as the pitch up jet interaction is not very significant, and the higher factors are limited to the region very close to the nozzles. The associated AF CFD, turb values are called out in Table 3 . 
Yaw RCS Jets
In a deviation from the method outlined and used for all of the other jet banks, the yaw jet augmentation factor maps included some use of engineering judgment. The team acknowledged that the wind tunnel conditions tested did not cover all the expected scenarios in flight. Specifically, during the testing the yaw RCS jets were in the separated flow region, while in flight at certain angles of attack and certain flight regimes they were expected to be in the attached flow region. Given that this was an un-tested condition the map areas and magnitudes were increased beyond those that the Maximum Compiled Augmentation Factor approach coupled with the AF CFD, turb formulation described in Eqn. (7) indicated. These maps are shown overlaid with the maximum compiled yaw jet data in Fig. 29 and the associated AF CFD, turb values are listed in Table 3 . 
Combinations of RCS Jets Fired Simultaneously
When RCS jets are fired in combination, the associate individual RCS jet maps are combined by taking the maximum at all locations. The data corroborated this except for when the roll RCS jets fire in combination with the pitch down RCS jets. The data showed that a small sub region within the combined roll and pitch down influence areas exceeded the heating augmentation level measured when either individual jet was fired alone, as described in Section IV.D. To accommodate this, an additional map was developed to bound that region, shown in Fig. 30 overlaid with the dual roll / pitch down data. The AF CFD, turb in this region of 7.1 was called out in Table 3 as other. 
VI. Conclusions
Data from a series of wind tunnel tests, conducted to support the development of the RCS jet augmentation factor models for the Orion MPCV, have been evaluated in the present work. As part of those tests a number of potential RCS jet similarity parameters have been examined including the jet-to-freestream momentum ratio and enthalpy ratio. The qualitative trends observed in the test data have been identified. These include trends in the RCS jet heating augmentation level with the jet-to-freestream momentum ratio when the roll and pitch down RCS jets where fired. Several lessons learned were also identified, including increased heating augmentation when certain jet combinations were fired as compared to the associated jets firing independently and changes to certain cavity augmentation environments when the roll jets were fired. The data also revealed that the RCS jet environments can be very localized and discrete instrumentation can fail to capture peaks in these environments.
The data revealed heating augmentation factors as high as 13.0, 7.6, 2.8, and 5.8 for the roll, pitch down, pitch up, and yaw jets firing respectively. In the case of the roll and yaw RCS jets, these levels are similar to those measured during the design of the Apollo vehicle.
Finally, a series of augmentation factor maps have been developed to be used in combination with the SOML predicted heating to provide RCS environments for the design of the Orion MPCV. The version of the RCS jet augmentation factor maps presented here are those used for the design of the first test flight (EFT-1) of the Orion MPCV. The maps were developed without taking advantage of potential relief from many of the observed trends in the wind tunnel test data due to the unknown impact of the chemically reacting freestream interacting with the reacting RCS jet plume gases, other ground to flight traceability effects, and general limitations associated with wind tunnel testing, like the impact of the sting.
There are still a number of open questions, in particular, ground-to-flight traceability. It is hoped that in the future the EFT-1 flight data will help resolve the traceability question as well as help understand the potential jet-to-freestream similarity parameters and specifically the trends observed in the wind tunnel test data or help identify other similarity parameters.
